
A LETTER....

Jay S. Koths

The University of Connecticut

Dear Jay:

Your article in your recent issue of the
Connecticut Greenhouse Newsletter on lilies both
amazed me and amused me.

I fear some factor must be overlooked in
your treatments or handling the bulbs or in your
greenhouse location (forcing temperatures). The
CTF method is so popular in the upper midwest to
down in Missouri and naturally on the west-coast
that at least in Minnesota in the metro area we
could not find any case cooled bulbs. Last year
from 10 forcers, our state average was 7.7 on 8
to 9 inch *Nel1ie white1. We never grow 'Ace'
in our area.

In your data, you never stated leaf counts--
I feel you are not maintaining medium tempera
tures of 35°-40° for 'Ace'; 40°-45° for 'Nellie
White'—or during your rooting period, you're
going over 65°. If not properly cooled, leaf
counts are high. Too, you potted so late, you
can't compare oranges to apples.

I am sorry you wrote a minority report on a
progressive technique. Some 200,000 lilies in
Minnesota alone can't be wrong.

Sincerely,

Harold F. Wilkins

Professor

HFW/mhc
Enc. 3

1 , 1

LOOSE BUDS ON HYACINTH
Joseph J. Maisano, Jr.

Extension Agent — Horticulture

The term "loose buds" (spitting) describes
what happens when Hyacinth buds abort. The stem
(pedicel) is squeezed off just above the bulb
plate. The break in the stem can be caused by
physiological and mechanical problems within the
bulb or in its cultural environment.

The physiological problem can be first
observed by cutting a bulb longitudinally and
observing the stem structure. Parts of the
bulb will be off white in color or the stem

will be broken from the rest of the bulb.

Mild wet weather with high temperatures
after planting can lead to this problem.

Pink Pearl and Bismark are cultivars prone
to this disorder.

The mechanical loose bud is observed when

the flower cluster is wedged in the top of the
bulb and is pulled loose by expanding leaves.
It aborts at the bulb base leaving no stem stump,
This occurs when there is a sudden change in
temperature (i.e. when frozen pans are moved
into a warm greenhouse).

If using ground beds to store bulbs,
increase temperatures gradually to minimize
this disorder.

On late forcings this problem can be
quite severe on King of the Blues, L'Innocent,
Pink Pearl, Ostara, and Bismarck.

Reference: Forcing Flower Guide
Netherlands Flower Bulb Institute
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